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Bonus:
Learn to crochet your
first project, featuring
Pom-Pom Mitts & Scarf!
Clear diagrams show how to
use right & left hands!
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BONUS!
Online Tutorials!

Learn to Crochet Your First Project!

GIRL'S MITTS
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By following th
e
instructions,
you will learn
the basic stit
ches and ha
ve
your f irst f in
ished project.
Then you’ll b
e ready
to make the
Scarf.

Finished Size: Approximately 7" (18 cm) long with an adjustable width
First, gather the supplies you will need. Take a look at the Shopping List.
This appears at the beginning of all our projects. You only need 3 things.


Yarn (Medium Weight)

1. Yarn — You will need a medium weight yarn for the Hand Mitts. When

[3.5 ounces, 170 yards

Choose a light or bright color so it will be easier to see your stitches while you

(100 grams, 156 meters)

are learning.

buying yarn, look on the yarn label for the icon given in your shopping list

.

per skein]:
 Purple - 1 skein

2. Crochet Hook — Hooks come in different sizes and materials. You’ll find

 Grey - 1 skein

them typically made from metal, plastic, wood, or bamboo. For this project, use

Crochet Hook
 Size H (5 mm)

Additional Supplies
 Scrap piece of yarn to use as a
marker
 Yarn needle
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a size H (5 mm).

3. Yarn Needle — A yarn needle is typically made from plastic or metal and
will have a large eye and a blunt tip. It is used to sew the seams of the Hand
Mitts and weave in the yarn ends to hide them.


The diagrams (or Figs.) for learning the basic stitches and a few other techniques
are shown in right- and left-handed versions. Some diagrams have shaded areas
on the yarn. This is intended to show the technique being taught in the diagram.

To make a slip knot, pull a length of Purple from the

Pull on both strands to tighten the slip knot (Fig. 1c).

skein. Make a circle on top of the yarn that comes from the
Fig. 1c

skein (the working yarn) about 6" (15 cm) from the end
(Fig. 1a).

Left-handed
Fig. 1a
Left-handed
working
yarn

Right-handed
6" tail

Right-handed
working
yarn

Pull the working yarn to tighten the loop around the

6" tail

working area of your hook until it fits closely but slides easily
(Fig. 1d).
Slip your hook under the strand in the middle of the circle
Fig. 1d

(Fig. 1b).
Left-handed

Fig. 1b

working
area

Left-handed

working
area

Right-handed
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Right-handed

Hold your hook like a table knife in your dominant



hand (Fig. 2).




Fig. 2
Left-handed

First, Yarn Over, placing the yarn behind your hook and
over the top (Fig. 4a).
Right-handed

Fig. 4a
Right-handed

Left-handed

Hold your yarn by laying the working yarn over the
index finger of your other hand. Hold the slip knot with your
thumb and middle finger of that hand (to keep the slip knot

Next, to complete the chain, turn the tip of your hook toward

from moving) and fold your other fingers over the yarn in

you and slide it toward the loop, catching the yarn with the

your palm (Fig. 3).

tip (Fig. 4b). Point the tip of your hook down so it won‘t get
caught on the side of the loop as you draw the yarn through
the loop on your hook (Fig. 4c) forming a new loop. Slide the

Fig. 3

new loop onto the working area of the hook. The chain just
Left-handed

made is below the loop on your hook (Fig. 4d).
Fig. 4b
Right-handed

Left-handed

Right-handed
Fig. 4c
Right-handed

Left-handed

To make a chain, begin with the slip knot on your hook.

Fig. 4d
Left-handed
chain
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Right-handed
chain

Make sure the loop fits closely around the working area of

Count your chains starting at the first chain after the

your hook and that the chain is the size of the hook.

loop on your hook and count back to the slip knot (Fig. 6).
You should have 6 chains.

Follow the steps in Figs. 4a-d to make 5 more chains.
To make the chains with even tension and the correct size, it‘s
important to allow the yarn to move smoothly through your
fingers.

Look at your chain; the front looks like a series of Vs

Fig. 6
Right-handed

Left-handed
1st
2nd

1st
2nd

3rd
4th
5th
6th
slip knot

(Fig. 5a).
Fig. 5a

3rd
4th
5th
6th
slip knot

Right-handed

Left-handed

If your hook slips out of a stitch, reinsert it through the front
of the stitch without twisting the loop (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7
Right-handed

Left-handed
The back has a ridge behind each chain (Fig. 5b).
Fig. 5b
Left-handed

Right-handed

Hand Mitts: Make 17 more chains to form the beginning
chain for a total of 23 chains. As the chain grows longer,
move your thumb and middle finger closer to the hook to
keep control of the chain (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8
Left-handed
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Right-handed

ROW 1
To work a single crochet in a chain, begin in the

Yarn over (bringing the working yarn behind your hook and

second chain from your hook. Insert your hook under the

on your hook (Fig. 9d), completing your first single crochet

back ridge of the chain as indicated by the arrow (Fig. 9a).

(Fig. 9e).

over the top) and draw the hook through both of the loops

Fig. 9a

Fig. 9d
Right-handed

Left-handed

Right-handed

Left-handed

Yarn over, bringing the working yarn behind your hook and
over the top (Fig. 9b).

Fig. 9e
Right-handed

Left-handed
Fig. 9b
Right-handed

Left-handed

To make the next single crochet, insert your hook under
the back ridge of the next chain and follow the steps in
Figs. 9b-d.
Draw your hook back through the stitch, pulling up a loop
(Fig. 9c). You have 2 loops on your hook.

Continue to work a single crochet in each chain across the
beginning chain for a total of 22 single crochets.

Fig. 9c
Left-handed

Right-handed

Count your stitches at the end of each row. Each stitch
will have a V-shape at the top, just as the front of your chain
did (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10
Right-handed

Left-handed

4
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Since the turning chain-2 counts as a half double crochet, the






first stitch of the previous row will not have a stitch worked
into it.

To work the next half double crochet, begin in
the next stitch. Yarn over (bringing the working yarn behind
your hook and over the top), then insert your hook under

ROW 2

both of the top loops of the next stitch (Fig. 12a).

This row is made up of half double crochets. A half double
Fig. 12a

crochet begins with a yarn over that makes it taller than the
single crochet.

Right-handed

Left-handed
Chain 2. This will count as the first half double crochet. Turn
your work.
Place a marker in the top of the turning chain-2 to mark it as
the first half double crochet. This will help you identify the
last stitch when working the next row. You can use a split

Yarn over (behind your hook and over the top) and draw

ring marker (Fig. 11a) or a short piece of contrasting color

your hook back through the stitch (Fig. 12b), pulling up a

yarn (Fig. 11b).

loop. You will have 3 loops on your hook (Fig. 12c).
Fig. 11a
Fig. 12b

Right-handed

Left-handed

Right-handed

Left-handed

turning chain

turning chain

Fig. 11b
Right-handed

Left-handed

turning chain
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turning chain

Left-handed

Right-handed

Yarn over and draw your hook through all 3 loops on your

ROW 5

hook, completing the half double crochet (Fig. 12d).

Chain 1, turn your work; work a single crochet in each half
double crochet across including the marked turning chain-2.
You will have 22 single crochets. Remember to count your

Fig. 12d
Right-handed

Left-handed

stitches.

Repeat Rows 4 and 5 for the pattern until the Hand Mitt
measures approximately 7" (18 cm) from the beginning ch,
ending by working Row 4.
Following the steps in Figs. 12a-c, work a half double crochet

To finish off, cut the yarn leaving a 6" (15 cm) end.

in the next stitch and in each stitch across; at the end of the

Remove the loop from your hook and bring the end through

row, you will have 22 half double crochets including the

the last loop, pulling the end to tighten it (Fig. 13).

turning chain-2.
Fig. 13


Left-handed

Right-handed




ROW 3
Chain 1 (to raise the yarn to the height of a single crochet),

To sew the seam, fold your Mitt so that the last row and

then turn your work around.

the beginning chain are together. Thread the yarn needle
with the long end from the last row and sew the stitches

Working under both of the top loops of each single crochet,

together for approximately 3" (7.5 cm). Secure the end by

insert your hook in the first half double crochet (closest to the

weaving it back through the seam, going in the opposite

hook), following the steps in Figs. 9b-d, work a single crochet

direction. Thread the yarn needle with the long end from

in each half double crochet across. Make sure you work in

the beginning chain and sew the stitches together for

the turning chain of the row (where the marker was placed).

approximately 1½" (4 cm) and the secure end.

You will have 22 single crochets. Remember to count your
stitches.

The part of the seam left open is the thumb opening for your
Mitt.

ROW 4
Chain 2, place a marker in the top of the turning chain-2 (to
mark it as the first half double crochet), turn your work. Work
a half double crochet in the next single crochet and in each
single crochet across. You will have 22 half double crochets.
Remember to count your stitches.
9
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Repeat for the second Mitt.

POM-POM (Make 2)
Cut a piece of cardboard 3" wide x 2" long (7.5 cm x 5 cm).
Wind the yarn around the cardboard lengthwise until it is approximately ½" (12 mm) thick in the middle (Fig. 14a). Carefully
slip the yarn off the cardboard and firmly tie a 12" (30.5 cm) length of yarn around the middle (Fig. 14b). Leave the yarn ends
long enough to attach the pom-pom. Cut the loops on both ends and trim the pom-pom into a smooth ball (Fig. 14c).
Fig. 14a

Fig. 14b

Thread the yarn needle with the long ends of the pom-pom and sew it to the outer wrist of each Mitt.
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Fig. 14c


Beginner Skill Icon
Finished Size: Approximately 4" wide x 36" long (10 cm x 91.5 cm)


Yarn (Medium Weight)


With Purple, chain 16.

[3.5 ounces, 170 yards
(100 grams, 156 meters)

Row 1 (Right side): Single crochet in second chain from hook and in each chain

per skein]:

across: 15 single crochets.

 Purple - 2 skeins
 Grey - 1 skein

Crochet Hook
 Size H (5 mm)

Additional Supplies
 Yarn needle

Note: Loop a short piece of yarn around any stitch to mark Row 1 as right side.
Row 2: Chain 2 (counts as first half double crochet, now and throughout), turn;
half double crochet in next single crochet and in each single crochet across.
Row 3: Chain 1, turn; single crochet in each half double crochet across.
Row 4: Chain 2, turn; half double crochet in next single crochet and in each single
crochet across.
Rows 5 through 7: Repeat Rows 3 and 4 once, then repeat Row 3 once more.
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To work a double crochet, yarn over, insert hook in stitch

Edging: Chain 1, turn; single crochet in each half

indicated, yarn over and pull up a loop (3 loops on hook),

double crochet across to last half double crochet,

yarn over and draw through 2 loops on hook (Fig. 15a)

2 single crochets in last half double crochet; single

(2 loops remaining on hook), yarn over and draw through

crochet evenly across ends of rows to beginning chain;

remaining 2 loops on hook (Fig. 15b).

working in free loops of beginning chain (see Fig. 18
in General Instructions), 2 single crochets in first chain,

Fig. 15a

Fig. 15b

single crochet in next 13 chains, 2 single crochets in
next chain; single crochet evenly across ends of rows,
single crochet in same stitch as first single crochet; join
with slip stitch to first single crochet, finish off.
Make 6 pom-poms (Figs. 14a-c).
Attach 3 pom-poms evenly spaced across each short
edge.

Row 8: Chain 4 (counts as first double crochet plus chain 1,
now and throughout), place a marker in third chain made to
mark it as first double crochet, turn; skip next single crochet,
double crochet in next single crochet, (chain 1, skip next
single crochet, double crochet in next single crochet) across:
8 double crochets and 7 chain-1 spaces.
Rows 9 and 10: Chain 4, turn; double crochet in next double
crochet, (chain 1, double crochet in next double crochet)
across.
Row 11: Chain 1, turn; single crochet in first double crochet
and in each chain-1 space and in each double crochet across:
15 single crochets.
Row 12: Chain 2, turn; half double crochet in next single
crochet and in each single crochet across.
Rows 13 through 17: Repeat Rows 3 and 4 twice, then
repeat Row 3 once more.
Rows 18 through 96: Repeat Rows 8 through 17, 7 times,
then repeat Rows 8 through 16 once more.

12
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(see Abbreviations in General Instructions)
Rows 9 and 10: Ch 4, turn; dc in next dc, (ch 1, dc in next dc)
With Purple, ch 16.

across.

Row 1 (Right side): Sc in second ch from hook and in each ch

Row 11: Ch 1, turn; sc in first dc and in each ch-1 sp and in

across: 15 sc.

each dc across: 15 sc.

Note: Loop a short piece of yarn around any stitch to mark

Row 12: Ch 2, turn; hdc in next sc and in each sc across.

Row 1 as right side.
Rows 13 through 17: Repeat Rows 3 and 4 twice, then
Row 2: Ch 2 (counts as first hdc, now and throughout), turn;

repeat Row 3 once more.

hdc in next sc and in each sc across.
Rows 18 through 96: Repeat Rows 8 through 17, 7 times,
Row 3: Ch 1, turn; sc in each hdc across.

then repeat Rows 8 through 16 once more.

Row 4: Ch 2, turn; hdc in next sc and in each sc across.

Edging: Ch 1, turn; sc in each hdc across to last hdc, 2 sc
in last hdc; sc evenly across ends of rows to beginning ch;

Rows 5 through 7: Repeat Rows 3 and 4 once, then repeat

working in free loops of beginning ch (see Fig. 18 in General

Row 3 once more.

Instructions), 2 sc in first ch, sc in next 13 chs, 2 sc in next ch;
sc evenly across ends of rows, sc in same st as first sc; join

Row 8: Ch 4 (counts as first dc plus ch 1, now and

with slip st to first sc, finish off.

throughout), place marker in third ch made to mark it as the
first dc, turn; skip next sc, dc in next sc (Figs. 15a & b), (ch 1,

Make 6 pom-poms (Figs. 14a-c).

skip next sc, dc in next sc) across: 8 dc and 7 ch-1 sps.

Attach 3 pom-poms evenly spaced across each short edge.
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Yarn (Super Bulky Weight)

SINGLE CROCHET 2 TOGETHER (abbreviated sc2tog)

[6 ounces, 106 yards

Pull up a loop in each of next 2 half double crochets,

(170 grams, 97 meters) per skein]:

yarn over and draw through all 3 loops on hook

 Cream - 1 skein
 Brown - 1 skein

Crochet Hook
 Size N/P (10 mm)
or size needed for gauge

SIZE INFORMATION
Size: Small {Medium-Large}
Fits Head Circumference:
14{16-18}"/35.5{40.5-45.5} cm
Size Note: We have printed the instructions for the
sizes in different colors to make it easier for you to
find:
∙ Size Small in Blue
∙ Size Medium in Pink
∙ Size Large in Green
Instructions in Black apply to all sizes.

GAUGE INFORMATION
8 hdc and 6 rnds = 4" (10 cm)
Gauge Swatch: 4" (10 cm) diameter
Work same as Body through Rnd 2: 20 hdc.
(see Gauge in General Instructions)
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STITCH GUIDE

(counts as one single crochet).


Body

Round 3: Chain 2, 2 half double crochets in next half double

To work a slip stitch, insert hook in stitch indicated, yarn over

crochet, (half double crochet in next half double crochet,

and pull through stitch and loop on hook (Fig. 16).

2 half double crochets in next half double crochet) around;
join with slip stitch to first half double crochet: 30 half

Fig. 16

double crochets.
Round 4: Chain 2, half double crochet in next half double
crochet, 2 half double crochets in next half double crochet,
(half double crochet in next 2 half double crochets, 2 half
double crochets in next half double crochet) around; join
with slip stitch to first half double crochet: 40 half double

With Cream, chain 5; join with slip stitch to first chain to form

crochets.

a ring.
Rounds 5-7: Chain 2, half double crochet in next half double
Round 1 (Right side): Chain 3 (counts as first double

crochet and in each half double crochet around; join with

crochet), 9 double crochets (Figs. 15a & b) in ring; join with

slip stitch to first half double crochet.

slip stitch to first double crochet: 10 double crochets.
Round 8: Chain 2, half double crochet in next half double
Round 2: Chain 2 (counts as first half double crochet, now

crochet and in each half double crochet around; join with

and throughout), half double crochet in same stitch as

slip stitch to first half double crochet changing to Brown (see

joining, 2 half double crochets in next double crochet and in

Fig. 17 in General Instructions), cut Cream.

each double crochet around; join with slip stitch to first half
double crochet: 20 half double crochets.

Rounds 9 thru 11{12-13}: Chain 2, half double crochet in
next half double crochet and in each half double crochet
around; join with slip stitch to first half double crochet.
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Band

Rounds 2-4: Chain 1, single crochet in same stitch as joining

Size Small ONLY

slip stitch and in each single crochet around; join with

Round 1: Chain 1, single crochet in same stitch as joining

slip stitch to first single crochet.

slip stitch and in next half double crochet, single crochet
2 together, (single crochet in next 2 half double crochets,

Finish off.

single crochet 2 together) around; join with slip stitch to first
single crochet: 30 single crochets.

Size Large ONLY
Round 1: Chain 1, single crochet in same stitch as joining

Rounds 2-4: Chain 1, single crochet in same stitch as joining

slip stitch and in next 17 half double crochets, single crochet

slip stitch and in each single crochet around; join with

2 together, single crochet in next 18 half double crochets,

slip stitch to first single crochet.

single crochet 2 together; join with slip stitch to first single
crochet: 38 single crochets.

Finish off.
Rounds 2-4: Chain 1, single crochet in same stitch as joining

Size Medium ONLY

slip stitch and in each single crochet around; join with

Round 1: Chain 1, single crochet in same stitch as joining

slip stitch to first single crochet.

slip stitch and in next 3 half double crochets, (single crochet
2 together, single crochet in next 4 half double crochets)
around; join with slip stitch to first single crochet: 34 single
crochets.
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Finish off.


(see Abbreviations in General Instructions)

Body

Band

To work a slip stitch, insert hook in stitch indicated, yarn over

Size Small ONLY

and pull through stitch and loop on hook (Fig. 16).

Rnd 1: Ch 1, sc in same st as joining and in next hdc, sc2tog,
(sc in next 2 hdc, sc2tog) around; join with slip st to first sc:

With Cream, ch 5; join with slip st to first ch to form a ring.

30 sc.

Rnd 1 (Right side): Ch 3 (counts as first dc), 9 dc (Figs. 15a &

Rnds 2-4: Ch 1, sc in same st as joining and in each sc

b) in ring; join with slip st to first dc: 10 dc.

around; join with slip st to first sc.

Rnd 2: Ch 2 (counts as first hdc, now and throughout), hdc

Finish off.

in same st as joining, 2 hdc in next dc and in each dc around;
join with slip st to first hdc: 20 hdc.

Size Medium ONLY
Rnd 1: Ch 1, sc in same st as joining and in next 3 hdc,

Rnd 3: Ch 2, 2 hdc in next hdc, (hdc in next hdc, 2 hdc in next

(sc2tog, sc in next 4 hdc) around; join with slip st to first sc:

hdc) around; join with slip st to first hdc: 30 hdc.

34 sc.

Rnd 4: Ch 2, hdc in next hdc, 2 hdc in next hdc, (hdc in next

Rnds 2-4: Ch 1, sc in same st as joining and in each sc

2 hdc, 2 hdc in next hdc) around; join with slip st to first hdc:

around; join with slip st to first sc.

40 hdc.
Finish off.
Rnds 5-7: Ch 2, hdc in next hdc and in each hdc around; join
with slip st to first hdc.

Size Large ONLY
Rnd 1: Ch 1, sc in same st as joining and in next 17 hdc,

Rnd 8: Ch 2, hdc in next hdc and in each hdc around; join

sc2tog, sc in next 18 hdc, sc2tog; join with slip st to first sc:

with slip st to first hdc changing to Brown (see Fig. 17 in

38 sc.

General Instructions), cut Cream.
Rnds 2-4: Ch 1, sc in same st as joining and in each sc
Rnds 9 thru 11{12-13}: Ch 2, hdc in next hdc and in each

around; join with slip st to first sc.

hdc; join with slip st to first hdc.
Finish off.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Before beginning your project, make the sample swatch

ch(s)

chain(s)

given in the individual instructions, using the yarn and hook

cm

centimeters

specified. After completing the swatch, measure it, counting

dc

double crochet(s)

your stitches, rows, or rounds carefully. If your swatch is

hdc

half double crochet(s)

larger or smaller than specified, make another, changing

mm

millimeters

hook size to get the correct gauge. Keep trying until you find

sc2tog

single crochet 2 together

the size hook that will give you the specified gauge.

sc

single crochet(s)

st(s)

stitch(es)

YO

yarn over

CHANGING COLORS
Insert hook in stitch indicated, drop old yarn, with new yarn
(Fig. 17), YO and draw through both loops on hook.

SYMBOLS & TERMS
( ) or [ ] — work enclosed instructions as many times as

Fig. 17

specified by the number immediately following or
work all enclosed instructions in the stitch or
space indicated or contains explanatory remarks.
colon (:) — the number(s) given after a colon at the end of a
row or round denote(s) the number of stitches or
spaces you should have on that row or round.

WHAT IS GAUGE?
Gauge is the size of a stitch - how wide and how tall it

FREE LOOPS OF A CHAIN

is. Gauge is measured by the number of stitches in one

When instructed to work in free loops of a chain, work in

inch, and the number of rows or rounds in one inch. This

loop indicated by arrow (Fig. 18).

measurement is used to determine the finished size of a
project.
The hook size given in individual instructions is simply a size
for you to start with. You may have to change the size of your
hook in order for your project to be the right size.
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Fig. 18


For your convenience, listed below are the specific yarns used to create our photography models.

HAND MITTS
Lion Brand® Vanna’s Choice®
Purple - #141 Wild Berry
Grey - #149 Silver Grey
SCARF
Lion Brand® Vanna’s Choice®
Purple - #141 Wild Berry
Grey - #149 Silver Grey
BOY’S HAT
Lion Brand® Wool-Ease®
Thick & Quick
Cream - #099 Fisherman
Brown - #404 Wood

We have made every effort to ensure that these instructions are accurate and complete. We cannot, however, be responsible for human error,
typographical mistakes, or variations in individual work.
Copyright © 2015 by Leisure Arts, Inc., 104 Champs Blvd., STE 100, Maumelle, AR 72113-6738, www.leisurearts.com. All rights reserved. This publication is
protected under federal copyright laws. Reproduction or distribution of this publication or any other Leisure Arts publication, including publications which
are out of print, is prohibited unless specifically authorized. This includes, but is not limited to, any form of reproduction or distribution on or through the
Internet, including posting, scanning, or e-mail transmission.
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